The instructors whose names are listed below have been approved by the Twin Rivers Council Advancement Committee to serve as Merit Badge Counselors this summer for the badges and programs listed in each area. In addition, the Camp Director (Brian Murray) and the Program Director (Janet Keilen) may also sign a Scout’s Blue Card based upon the counselor records maintained by the camp.

**ARCHERY**
ARCHERY MB
- ALEX CHERNIWCHAN
- DAN SCHIEK

**AQUATICS**
SWIMMING MB, ROWING MB, CANOEING MB, KAYAKING MB, LIFESAVING MB, SMALL BOAT SAILING MB, BSA LIFEGUARD, SNORKELING BSA, MILE SWIM, BSA STAND UP PADDLEBOARDING
- TYLER HENDERSON
- KYLE KEARNEY

**CHILLICOTHE**
AMERICAN HERITAGE MB, INDIAN LORE MB, METALWORK MB
- PETER DREW

**COPE & CLIMBING**
CLIMBING MB
- CHANTELLE CHERNIWCHAN
- ZACK MCCAIN

**COMMUNITY SAFETY**
FIRST AID MB, SAFETY MB, FIRE SAFETY MB, EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS MB, FINGERPRINTING MB, LAW MB, TRAFFIC SAFETY MB, SEARCH AND RESCUE MB
- DAVID BUHRMASTER

**ECOLOGY**
- WILL MORRIS
- NICK CALIFANO

**HANDICRAFTS**
BASKETRY MB, LEATHERWORK MB, WOODCARVING MB, ART MB, PHOTOGRAPHY MB
- RUSTY ELSTER
- NATALIE CHANG
- F. PETER TOLCSER

**SHOOTING SPORTS**
RIFLE SHOOTING MB, SHOTGUN SHOOTING MB
- SCOTT TURNER

**SCOUTCRAFT**
BACKPACKING MB, CAMPING MB, WILDERNESS SURVIVAL MB, ORIENTEERING MB, FISHING MB, PIONEERING MB, COOKING MB, GECACHING MB
- BARBARA FURAN
- JOHNATHAN LASSELLE

**TRAIL TO FIRST CLASS**
TRAIL TO FIRST CLASS, MAMMAL STUDY MB
- JOSH CLARK